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L aunched in 2003, Lon-
don’s Design Festival has 
become an internation-
ally renowned annual 
event bringing together 

the best designers, creative 
thinkers and craft practi-
tioners the world has to offer. 
For nine days in September, 
the festival, which ended on 
Monday,  attracts hundreds of 
thousands of visitors from 75 
 countries, ready to be inspired 
by groundbreaking products at 
the cutting edge of the global 
design movement.

When Reem bin Karam was 
asked whether the Sharjah 
crafts council she works for 
would like to represent the 
UAE as guest country of hon-
our at the renowned design 
fair in Shoreditch, the heart of 
London’s creative scene, she 
did a double take. “I asked the 
organisers: ‘Are you being seri-
ous?’” Karam tells The Nation-
al. “But then we realised what 
we’re doing must be working.”

For the director of Nama 
Women Advancement Estab-
lishment, who lives in Sharjah, 
the invitation is the result of 
years of hard work grounded 
on an unfaltering belief in 
the vision and talents of the 
UAE’s craft practitioners. Irthi 
Contemporary Crafts Council 
was established as an affiliate 
of Nama under the patronage 

of Sharjah Ruler Sheikh Dr 
Sultan bin Muhammad Al Qa-
simi and is chaired by his wife, 
Sheikha Jawaher.

It was Sheikha Jawaher who 
planted the seed that would 
flower into Irthi, inspired by a 
visit from an Emirati artisan in 
2013. The woman had showed 
the Sharjah royal products 
that she had created herself. 
Impressed by the craftsman-
ship, the sheikha decided to 
set up an organisation that 
would support female arti-
sans economically, and work 
towards preserving the UAE’s 
rich cultural heritage.

Nama’s international 
 recognition at the London 
Design Fair is also part of the 
legacy that was left by Karam’s 
sister, Ameera, who died in 
a house fire in 2016. Before 
her death, Ameera ran an-
other Nama affiliate, Sharjah 
Business Women Council, and 
Irthi was one of the pipeline 
projects she was working on, 
but never ended up seeing 
come to fruition.

“It’s a sad story how I got 
into Nama,” Karam explains. 
“When my sister passed away, 
I was already involved from a 
distance with all the projects 
that they were doing. So when 
I was asked whether I would 
like to take over as director 
of Nama, it was a natural 

progression. Nama has a beau-
tiful mission and I strongly 
believe in the work that we 
do.” Today, Irthi supports 37 
artisans in developing their 
work and tapping into interna-
tional market opportunities, 
promoting Emirati craftsman-
ship across the world.

The invitation to the London 
Design Fair also conveniently 
coincided with the launch 
of Irthi’s first-ever original 
product line, which features 
78 luxury products across 12 
exclusive collections, focusing 
on home decor, furniture, 
jewellery, perfume bottles, 
handbags and more. These 
items have been created in col-
laboration with craft-makers 
from across the world – from 
Pakistan to  Palestine – and 
are all handmade by female 
Emirati artisans employed 
by Irthi’s Bidwa  Social Devel-
opment Programme, which 
is located in Dibba Al Hisn, a 
town in Sharjah.

The collections are the result 
of two projects: Design Labs 
and Crafts Dialogue. The for-
mer displayed eight collections 
at the London fair and were 
the creative result of Bidwa 
trainees partnering up with fa-
mous international artists and 
designers. For example, archi-
tect and designer Dima Srouji 
taught budding creatives the 
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displayed 78 new products at London’s Design Festival as 
part of its mission to revive age-old crafts from the UAE and 
bring them to the modern world, finds Claire Corkery
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Clockwise from left, an 
example of safeefah or palm-
frond weaving; fruit bowls 
made with leather and talli; 
a weave that fuses leather 
and safeefah; the Sharjah 
delegation in London; gold-
cast safeefah jewellery; camel 
leather safeefah bags Photos Irthi 
Contemporary Crafts Council
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I have always been a mini-
malist at heart and believe 
there is so much consider-

ation that goes into beautiful 
simplicity. Materials, lighting 
and lines all stand out more 
boldly on a blank canvas, 
so there is far less room for 

error and every detail requires a great amount of 
thought. This thoughtfulness is the essence of 
Conscious Minimalism; that it does not lack, it 
lessens. I like to think of it as reducing the vol-
ume while increasing the sound quality.

Our studio’s recent project in Dubai Hills is 
really an ode to what I call “conscious minimal-
ism”. The concept was “Bottega Veneta meets 
the desert” and the 3,065-square-metre resi-
dential home is an example of quiet, thoughtful 
design throughout its three storeys. The clean, 
minimalist interiors show the tides are shift-
ing more towards a raw refinement, focusing 
on authenticity of materials. We designed the 
majority of the furniture and lighting ourselves, 
and commissioned an expansive collection from 
emerging artists. This includes Aboriginal works 
in Australia, pieces from British textile designers 
and European artisans. There is a sculptural feel 
to a lot of the design, artworks and furniture that 
sits perfectly against the minimalist backdrop.

Here’s how you can create a similar aesthetic in 
your own home:

Layer tone on tone: This is an easy way to bring 
interesting simplicity to any space, be it a living 
room or bedroom. We used this method in our 
recent project with a 16-seater dining table, pic-
tured below. We added pops of dark green on the 
dining chairs to keep the space visually striking 
without compromising on simplicity.

Keep it natural: Use natural materials to add 
texture without impeding on the minimalism 
of a room. An example of this would be to use 
timber battening and mirrors to create a clean 
and simple ambience in a bathroom.

Less is more: Pay more attention to using fewer 
pieces. Instead of cluttering a room with differ-
ent seating options, for example, focus on one 
bespoke sofa so that you can do more with less.

Cordon off: Using panels and screens throughout 
an open-plan space can keep the minimalist aes-
thetic in check while still creating key zones and 
sections that add to the “liveability” of a home.

Focus on textiles: Layering different textures 
within a neutral colour palette will add depth 
and character. For example, we used fabric 
wallpaper in the cinema room to add texture 
among our neutral hues. Paying more attention 
to fabrics and materials allows you to curate 
interesting yet minimalist spaces and pieces. It 
allows you to focus on the finishes and textiles in 
your home rather than cluttering the space. 

Stay consistent: And by that, we mean with your 
flooring. Keeping it the same throughout a storey 
in your home will give you a cleaner canvas to 
help your minimalist touches stand out. We used 
white Namibia stone in our Dubai Hills project 
throughout the ground and lower ground floors, 
as well as on the stairway, to open up the space 
and bring a light simplicity to the home.

Light it up: Lighting is one of the most important 
elements and has to be considered from the out-
set. Good lighting will add warmth to what may 
otherwise be a cold space. We used concealed 
lighting in the ceilings of the spa to wash the wall 
and create a “glow” effect, as without the lighting 
the room would feel far more plain.

For more information, visit alixlawson.com 

What is conscious 
minimalism?

DESIGN DILEMMA

complex craft of Palestinian 
glassblowing to produce a 
collection of glass forms, 
including perfume and oud 
bottles, as well as midkhans 
(incense burners). Jennifer 
Zurick, an artist from Ken-
tucky, also lent her decades 
of weaving  knowledge to local 
trainees to create a range of 
sculptural handbags that were 
made using the  traditional 
safeefah (palm-frond weaving) 
technique to braid strands of 
camel leather.

Meanwhile, the Craft Dia-
logues project, which featured 
four collections, is the result of 
a collaboration between Irthi 
and Creative Dialogue from 
Barcelona. In one stand-out 
collection, Fatima Al Zaabi 
worked with designer  Matteo 
Silverio from Venice, to fuse 
Emirati clay with Italian 
 murano glass and make a 
vase, lamp and phone  charger. 
While this type of glass is 
known for being famously 
fragile, the design is built to 
withstand breakages. In fact, 
the creatives were so confident 
in their creations’  durability 
that they placed them on a thin 
table at the London event.

“We tried to mix both 
 cultures, getting Emirati 
designers to work with up-
and-coming international 
 designers where you’re using 

different materials with the 
same technique to build a 
product,” Karam explains. The 
use of the two materials from 
different parts of the world 
is all part of Irthi’s global 
outlook and the marketing 
strategy for its  products. To 
ensure Emirati craftsmanship 
not just survives but flourishes 
in years to come, Irthi must 
appeal to a younger generation 
of UAE designers and buyers, 
adds Karam.

“The UAE is very cosmopol-
itan and the young Emiratis 
of today have grown up with 
an international perspective. 
I use English more than I use 
the Arabic language and that’s 
applicable to more than half of 
the population, in particular 
the young.

“With the product line, we 
wanted to introduce Emirati 
art to the younger generation 
because we have a lot of dying 
crafts that we’re trying to re-
vive. We want to make it more 
viable for both their own taste 
and the international market 
at the same time.”

Irthi is one of three affiliates 
of Nama, alongside Sharjah 
Business Women Council 
and the Badiri Education and 
Development Academy. The 
three institutions were created 
to improve the societal and 
economic elevation of women 

in both Sharjah and the wider 
UAE. Karam credits Sheikha 
Jawaher’s commitment to 
empowering women for the 
success of the movement. 
“Her Highness always had a 
vision. I think it is her drive, 
to put Sharjah women on the 
map and take the women’s 
 movement to another level 
 internationally, to change 
mindsets about how the 
Arab or Emirati woman is 
perceived.”

While Nama’s projects have 
the generous backing of the 
Sharjah government, the goal 
is that Irthi will be able to 
fully support itself financial-
ly in future. Karam believes 
the key to continued success 
is to keep innovation at the 
forefront of the craft coun-
cil’s work. “We’re looking at 
 sustainability because we want 
this project to fund itself, so 
that even if we’re not here it 
will work. We can’t build a 
council and then have it die 
after a few years. We’re looking 
at each segment of the council 
and giving it its right amount 
of research. We’re continuous-
ly researching and experiment-
ing to ensure it lasts.

“We always say at Nama that 
change is the only constant. 
And I think that’s the only 
thing that’s going to be con-
stant for Irthi.”

British designer Alix Lawson 
shares tips on how we can 
all achieve an aesthetic in 
our homes that is complex 
in its cool simplicity

Interior designer 
Alix Lawson

Neutral hues with pops of green in the dining 
room of Lawson’s Dubai Hills project Alix Lawson

The artists 
who are part of 
Irthi’s Design 
Labs project

While Nama’s projects 
are backed by the 
Sharjah government, the 
goal is that Irthi will be 
able to fully support itself 
financially in future


